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Background
 Australia has a lot of basins of various
ages that host base metal mineralisation
 proven mineral provinces with
mature and active frontier exploration
 wide range of basin styles, clastic and
carbonates, black shales and redbeds
 many are relatively undeformed,
outcrop or shallow under cover
 many are very deformed and intruded,
mineralised, deeply eroded and buried
under regolith/cover
 using approaches commonly used
by petroleum industry has the potential
to provide new insights for exploration
mineral targets within those basins
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Sediment-hosted stratabound Cu deposits
 Characterised by disseminations, cements and veinlet-hosted copper minerals that are peneconformable
with their sedimentary or metasedimentary host rocks
 Deposits are typically thin (<50 m) but laterally extensive (several kilometres) with copper grades of about 1–3%
 Orebodies are commonly hosted in sandstone, siltstone, shale and dolomite mainly in intracratonic sedimentary
basins
 Ore genesis involves circulation of sedimentary basin-derived brines that dissolves and transport copper, which
precipitate ore minerals at redox boundaries within either primary or secondary reduced strata

But… there can be lots of variations
to the
model in terms of
reduced facies
traps, timing and mechanism
growth faults
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Copper occurrences in SA
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Why the Stuart Shelf?





renewed and increased exploration interest
known sediment-hosted Cu (Co-Pb-Zn) deposits
overlies world-class Olympic Cu-Au Province
similarities to Central African Copper Belt

Stuart
Shelf

Mineralisation:

 Neoproterozoic Tapley Hill Fm (mainly at base)
 permafrost breccia at contact between Mesoproterozoic redbeds
of Pandurra Fm and Neoproterozoic aeolian sandstones of Whyalla Sandstone
 palaeo-basement highs (e.g. Pernatty High)

Cattlegrid Pit Mount Gunson

from: NTGS 2013

Stratigraphy of the Stuart Shelf
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Umberatana Group
 mudstones, siltstones, sandstones and carbonates
 includes Sturtian and Marinoan glacials
 Tapley Hill Formation – reductant

Stratigraphic correlation chart of the southern Stuart Shelf (from: Tonkin, 2019)

Callanna
Burra Group

Busfield & LeHeron, 2014

GSSA/CSIRO
Sedimentary Cu project
 Re-log key drillholes with a focus on detailed
characterisation of facies, lithology, sedimentary
structure, depositional environment and redox
 Stratigraphic correlation of the Stuart Shelf to
understand basin structure and evolution to identify
areas most likely to host sedimentary copper
mineralisation
 Basin architecture (unit extents, thicknesses, depth to
key horizons, faults) to be mapped using geophysics
(magnetics, gravity, seismic and EM where available) and
through selected drillhole logging by using a litho- and
sequence stratigraphic approach
 Downhole data collection: pXRF, gamma, C/O and Pb
isotopes, pyrite chemistry to be collected from selected
drillholes

New data collection included
25 out of 25 drillholes logged & HyLoggedTM
 10570 m of core
 9245 gamma data, 4711 pXRF data (including standards)
 120 samples for carbon isotope, 8 samples for Rb-Sr dating
 20 thin sections for diagenesis study
 3450 detailed core photographs
 3D surfaces Top Pandurra Fm, Beda Basalt & Tapley Hill Fm, Base Whyalla Sst
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How does this look in one representative drillhole?
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Facies analysis

18 lithofacies (LF)  5 facies associations (FA)
distinguished based on compositional and textural properties, and the occurrence of distinct
sedimentary structures
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Facies analysis
18 lithofacies (LF)  5 facies associations (FA)
in parts these are aligned closely with existing stratigraphic units
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Stratigraphy and facies of the Stuart Shelf
based on basin-wide drillhole analysis
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3D surface top Tapley Hill Formation
based on >1500 drillholes, displayed on Depth To Basement (SARIG)
by: G. Gouthas et al., 2022
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 in most drillholes the base of the Tapley Hill Fm is characterised by
a variety of offshore lithofacies
 black mudstones only occur in the lowermost part of the THF
and coincide with the highest gamma values within the THF

 maximum flooding surface (MFS)
 indicative of rapid deepening and flooding across the entire Stuart Shelf
after the Sturtian glaciation
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 followed by a basin-wide regression
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present in most drillholes with Tapley Hill Fm



important marker horizon
 basal surface of forced regression!
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Updated stratigraphy of the Stuart Shelf
new sequence stratigraphy
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What’s next….
Basin Analysis

Geophysics
updated basin depth to Pandurra Fm by gravity inversion

1D burial history logs

Mineralogy & Geochemistry
hyperspectral mineralogy by lithofacies

AEM advanced processing
sandstone diagenesis

Gairdner Dyke swarm mapping
3D basin model including facies maps

carbon isotopes

pXRF geochemistry

… new data to take home
Interactive with links to
GSSA’s mineral deposit
database MinDep!

https://dsd-gdp.s3.amazonaws.com/2043140/GDP00121.zip

https://dsd-gdp.s3.amazonaws.com/2043277/SA_sed_Cu_occurrences_interactive_map.pdf
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Disclaimer

The information contained in this presentation has been compiled by the Department for
Energy and Mining (DEM) and originates from a variety of sources. Although all
reasonable care has been taken in the preparation and compilation of the information, it
has been provided in good faith for general information only and does not purport to be
professional advice. No warranty, express or implied, is given as to the completeness,
correctness, accuracy, reliability or currency of the materials.
DEM and the Crown in the right of the State of South Australia does not accept
responsibility for and will not be held liable to any recipient of the information for any
loss or damage however caused (including negligence) which may be directly or
indirectly suffered as a consequence of use of these materials. DEM reserves the right
to update, amend or supplement the information from time to time at its discretion.
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